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The Gadolinium project 
y To identify νe p events by neutron tagging with Gadolinium.
y Large cross section for thermal neutron (48.89kb)
y Neutron captured Gd emits 3-4 γs in total 8 MeV

◦ Well above most of BG from RIs  and the SK trigger threshold

y 90% of Gd capture efficiency at 0.1% loading
y Gd2(SO4)3 was selected to dissolve→0.2% loading

◦ In Super-K, it corresponds to 100 tons of loading 
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Supernova Neutrinos
• Supernova neutrinos provide a lot of Physics:


• Mechanism of supernova burst


• Nature of neutrino 


• The only supernova neutrinos we detected so far: 
SN1987A


• After waiting for 30 years without new burst, we are 
now actively trying to detect supernova neutrinos


• Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Backgrounds (DSNB) 

• Neutrinos produced by the past supernova bursts, 
and now diffused throughout the universe.
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Beginning	 of	the	universe
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Supernova neutrino from z=5
Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background(DSNB) 
y 1010 stellar/galaxy×1010 galaxies×0.3%(become SNe) ~O(1017)SNe
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Beginning of the universe

NOW

１billion years ago

10 billion years ago

Neutrinos
from past SNe

Horiuchi, Beacom and Dwek, 
PRD, 79, 083013 (2009)

Search window for SK : From ~10MeV to ~30MeV
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The Super-Kamiokande detector
• 50-kton water Cherenkov detector located at 

Kamioka, Japan


• Overburden: 2700 mwe


• Inner Detector covered by > 11000 20-inch 
PMTs


• Can detect neutrinos for wide energy rage


• Solar neutrinos 


• Supernova neutrinos 


• Atmospheric/Accelerator neutrinos


• Operational since 1996
4
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DSNB search at  
Super-Kamiokande
• Super-K holds the current best limits for 

the DSNB flux


• Sensitivity limited by backgrounds


• However, only one order magnitude 
above theoretical predictions.


• Should be within Super-K’s reach once 
we were able to reduce backgrounds!
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SPECTRUM OF THE SUPERNOVA RELIC NEUTRINO BACKGROUND AND
METALLICITY EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES
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ABSTRACT

The spectrum of the supernova relic neutrino (SRN) background from past stellar collapses includ-
ing black hole formation (failed supernovae) is calculated. The redshift dependence of the black hole
formation rate is considered on the basis of the metallicity evolution of galaxies. Assuming the mass
and metallicity ranges of failed supernova progenitors, their contribution to SRNs is quantitatively
estimated for the first time. Using this model, the dependences of SRNs on the cosmic star formation
rate density, shock revival time and equation of state are investigated. The shock revival time is intro-
duced as a parameter that should depend on the still unknown explosion mechanism of core collapse
supernovae. The dependence on equation of state is considered for failed supernovae, whose collapse
dynamics and neutrino emission are certainly affected. It is found that the low-energy spectrum of
SRNs is mainly determined by the cosmic star formation rate density. These low-energy events will
be observed in the Super-Kamiokande experiment with gadolinium-loaded water.
Subject headings: diffuse radiation — galaxies: evolution — neutrinos — supernovae: general

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the creation of the Universe, many generations of
stars have been born and died. During the cosmic evolu-
tion, stars eject synthesized elements by stellar winds or
explosions such as supernovae, and the ejecta are mixed
with the interstellar gas. Therefore, the mass fraction of
elements heavier than carbon (metallicity), Z, increases
gradually with the cosmic time. Meanwhile, many neu-
trinos are emitted from core collapse supernova (CCSN)
explosions of massive stars and accumulate to give a dif-
fuse background radiation that is redshifted owing to cos-
mic expansion. These neutrinos are called the supernova
relic neutrino (SRN) background, or the diffuse super-
nova neutrino background (DSNB) in some papers.
Neutrinos emitted from a supernova have actually

been detected for SN1987A (e.g., Hirata et al. 1987;
Bionta et al. 1987; Alexeyev et al. 1988). In the obser-
vation of SRNs, on the other hand, terrestrial neutrino
detectors are affected by various backgrounds such as
solar neutrinos, reactor neutrinos, atmospheric neutri-
nos and contamination by cosmic muon events, radio
activity events and so forth. However, some observa-
tional upper bounds for the flux of SRNs have been
reported (e.g., Malek et al. 2003). Roughly speaking,
all species of neutrinos (νe, ν̄e, νµ, ν̄µ, ντ , ν̄τ ) are
equally emitted from a supernova with average energies
of ∼10 MeV. Nowadays, SRNs with ν̄e of approximately
20 MeV are expected to be observable in running exper-
iments. The most stringent limits reported for ν̄e flux
were obtained in the Super-Kamiokande experiment as
<0.1-1 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 for neutrino energies between
17.3 MeV and 30.8 MeV (Bays et al. 2012) and in the
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Fig. 1.— 90% C.L. differential upper limits on ν̄e flux of SRNs.
The squares, circles and triangles are results for Super-Kamiokande
(SK-I/II/III, Bays et al. 2012), Super-Kamiokande with a neutron-
tagging (SK-IV, Zhang et al. 2015) and KamLAND (Gando et al.
2012). Dashed and dotted lines correspond to our theoretical mod-
els with maximum and minimum values of SRN event rate, respec-
tively (see also Table 3).

KamLAND experiment as <10-100 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1

between 8.3 MeV and 18.3 MeV (Gando et al. 2012).
Super-Kamiokande derived a new upper limit of <5-
30 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 for energies between 13.3 MeV
and 17.3 MeV by performing a new analysis with a
neutron-tagging technique (Zhang et al. 2015). In Fig-
ure 1, we show the upper limits for ν̄e flux with the-
oretical estimations presented later in this paper. For
νe flux, the SNO experiment obtained an upper limit of
70 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 for energies between 22.9 MeV and
36.9 MeV (Aharmim et al. 2006). These observational
upper limits are larger than various theoretical predic-
tions (e.g., Ando & Sato 2004; Beacom 2010, and refer-
ences therein). Nevertheless, the Super-Kamiokande up-
per limit is reasonably close to the predictions; thus, it is
expected that SRNs will be observed in the near future.
Cosmic metallicity evolution has been proven by obser-

vations of galaxies (e.g., Maiolino et al. 2008, hereafter
M08). Recently, the correlation between the metallic-
ity and the star formation rate (SFR) of galaxies has

Astrophys. J. 804, 75 (2015)

Theoretical  
predictions

The total efficiency systematic error also includes the
uncertainty in the fiducial volume cut, inverse beta cross
section, and live-time calculation, as shown in Table IV.

The fiducial volume and live-time calculation system-
atic errors are the same as, and taken from, the SK solar
analyses [27,28].

To apply this systematic error, the likelihood curve
(likelihood as a function of number of SN relic events) is
modified. The modification for each value of the likelihood
is as follows, where ! is the efficiency, " is the efficiency
systematic error, Pð!Þ is a probability function in the shape
of a Gaussian centered on !0 with width !0", r is the
number of relic events seen in the data, and R is the number
of relic events actually interacting in the detector, such that
r ¼ !R:

L 0ðRÞ ¼
Z 1

!¼ 0
Lð!RÞPð!Þ!d! (8)

This error is applied last, after all other calculations are
complete. Inclusion of this systematic error changed the
result (making the limit less stringent) by a few percent.

V. THE RESULT

Figures 14– 16 show the final sample data, overlaid with
the best fit results for the LMA model. For SK-I, the relic
best fit is negative and unphysical (for all models), so zero
relic contribution is shown. However, for all models SK-II

and SK-III find a positive indication (not significant) of a
relic component. The 90% C.L. upper flux limits differ for
each model, and are summarized in Table V.

A. Comparison to previous study

The new analysis has a lower energy threshold than the
2003 study, so the results are not immediately comparable.
Furthermore, the previous study presented its result in a
model-independent fashion due to the similarity of the
results. Although we verified that with an 18 MeV energy
threshold the SK-I results were similar enough to justify a
model-independent approach, the lower energy threshold
and new data required model-dependent results. For com-
parison purposes, we consider the LMAmodel. The limit is
2:9 !# cm$ 2 s$ 1 > 16 MeV (positron energy), which is
equivalent to 2:0 !# cm$ 2 s$ 1 > 18 MeV positron energy.

TABLE IV. Total efficiency systematic error.

Error source SK-I SK-II SK-III

Cut reduction 3.1% 4.4% 3.1%
Fiducial volume 1.3% 1.1% 1.0%
Cross section 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Live time 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%
Total 3.51% 4.65% 3.41%
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FIG. 14 (color). SK-I LMA best fit result. The relic best fit is
negative, so a relic fit of 0 is shown.
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FIG. 15 (color). SK-II LMA best fit result. The relic best fit is
3.05 events per year interacting in the detector (before reduction
efficiencies).
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6.9 events per year interacting in the detector (before reduction
efficiencies).

K. BAYS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 85, 052007 (2012)
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Gd-loaded Super-K: 
SK-Gd
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Prompt 
signal

Delayed neutron capture
τ ~ 30μsec at 0.2% Gd2(SO4)3

• Dissolving Gd to Super-Kamiokande to significantly enhance 
detection capability of neutrons from ν interactions


• Idea first proposed in: 


• Large n-capture cross section:

• 90% of Gd capture efficiency at 0.2% loading of Gd2(SO4)3 

(corresponds to 100 ton/SK)

• Large released energy of ~8MeV


• Well above most of natural radioactivity and the SK trigger 
threshold

Strongly tag electron antineutrinos by 
prompt (e+) and delayed (n-Gd) coincidences

Advantage of Gd:

J. F. Beacom and M. R. Vagins, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 17110



Goals of SK-Gd
• First observation of DSNB 

• Expect several events / year


• Opens the door for “new” astrophysical 
observables


• Improve pointing accuracy for galactic supernova


• Precursor of nearby supernova by Si-burning 
neutrinos


• Reduce proton decay background


• Neutrino/anti-neutrino discrimination (Long-
baseline and atm nu's)


• Reactor neutrinos

7
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SK-Gd for SN burst 
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y If ν̅e can be tagged, directional events (ν+e scattering events) are enhanced. 
Pointing accuracy will be improved. For 10kpc SN ~5°Æ ~3°(@90%C.L.)

K. Nakamura MNRAS, 461, 3296 (2016) 

νe̅ w/o tagging νe̅ tagged with 80% eff.

ν̅e ＋ｐ→ｅ++n
ν＋e－→ν＋ｅ－

It helps the large optical telescope!
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in Enhance directional events (ν+e scattering)  
by tagging νe inverse beta decay 



Overview of R&D and preparation
• Stopping water leak from the SK 

• Estimation of the leak location


• Development of leak-fixing method


• Reduction of RIs from Gd2(SO4)3 powder 

• Test of Ra removal raisins


• Material screening with HP-Ge detectors


• High sensitivity measurement with ICP-MS


• Test with the EGADS demonstrator 

• Continuous monitoring of the water quality and Gd 
concentration


• Upgrading the DAQ system


• Construction of the new water system 

• Improved simulation of Gd capture in SK
8

Environmental 
safety

Minimize negative 
impacts to current 

physics programs at SK

Further investigate 
physics capability 

with n-tagging
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SK water leakage
• Currently, SK water is leaking at ~1 ton/day


• To investigate the leak location, measured the leak 
rate for different levels of surrounding underground 
water. 


• Done by draining water from the inclined pit which 
leads to the bottom of the SK tank


• Changes water pressure applied to the tank


• Leak rate from a single hole can be described as:

9

SK water
Surrounding 

underground water ZSKtop

 =41.4m

Z
(pit level) Zleak

�leak(z) =

(
a⇥p

zSKtop � z (z > zleak)

a⇥p
zSKtop � zleak (z < zleak)

Data indicates that the leak location 
is near the bottom of SK detector 



Leak-fixing method
• Paint all the welding lines with sealing materials 

• Bio-seal 197: Fill pinholes and cracks in steel plates 

• Poly-urea based sealant: Newly-developed, flexible 
and low-background material. 

• Test of the new poly-urea based sealant: 

• Mechanical strength  

• No problem after applying 5 atm pressure in Gd-
loaded water for months so far 

• Passed the JIS standard for attachment strength 

• TOC elusion 

• Effect in light yield less than 2.4% 

• Radon emanation 

• ~0.3 mBq/m2, less than the 20 inch PMTs 

• No problem for solar neutrino measurement 

• Test at more realistic environment ongoing 10
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Leak-fixing method
y Paint all the welding lines with 2 

sealing materials
◦ Bio-seal 197: 

Fill pinholes and cracks in steel plates
◦ Poly-urea based sealant: 

Newly-developed, flexible and low-background

y Tests for the new sealant:
Mechanical strength
◦ No problem after applying 5 atm pressure in 

Gd-loaded water for 6 months so far.
◦ Passed the JIS standard for attachment

TOC Elusion
◦ Effect in light yield less than 2.4% 

Radon emanation
◦ ~0.3 mBq/m2, less than the 20 inch PMTs
◦ No problem for solar neutrino measurement
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Bio-seal 197

MineGuard-C

ポリウレア系止水剤

ポリウレア系止水剤

Poly-urea

Most suspicious;
Anchors of the PMT frame 

Mock-up simulation
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ポリウレア系止水剤

ポリウレア系止水剤

Poly-urea

Most suspicious;
Anchors of the PMT frame 

Mock-up simulation

Most suspicious part: Anchors of the PMT frame

Leak fixing

I In order to avoid Gd leakage to the
environment, we need to fix the leaks of
the tank.

I Since last JPS meeting, there were some
improvements on the current leak
measurement: ⇠ 1 ton/day, data
indicates that the main leak is located at
the bottom of the tank .

I Development with Hodogaya company of
a sealant material with good mechanical
properties and low Rn emission.

I Several tests are on-going to check the
behavior of the sealant material in very
high humidity environment (as inside
SK). Results are promising.

(Analysis by Nakajima-san)

JPS Conference, September 12th, 2017 7/14 pronost@km.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Mock-up testTest at realistic (humid) 
environment



Development of pure Gd powder
• U and Th/Ra contamination in Gd powder becomes backgrounds for solar neutrino measurements


• Intensively developing pure Gd powder with several companies


• Radio impurity measured w/ two methods:

11

Chain Isotope Typical Goal*
Company A Company B Company C

Ge ICPMS Ge ICPMS Ge ICPMS

238U
238U 50  < 5 < 13 ~ 0.7 < 20 ~ 0.2 < 9 ~ 0.1

226Ra 5 < 0.5 0.7 ± 0.4 — < 0.6 — < 0.3 —

232Th

232Th 100 < 0.05 — ~ 0.3 — ~ 0.2 — ~ 0.2
228Ra 10 < 0.05 < 0.4 — < 0.7 — < 0.3 —
228Th 100 < 0.05 1.7 ± 0.4 — 0.5 ± 0.2 — < 0.4 —

235U
235U 30 < 3 < 1.3 — < 0.7 — < 0.6 —

227Ac/Th 300 < 3 < 3.1 — < 2.3 — < 1.9 —

U: Achieved our goal, Th/Ra: Close to our goal

Ge detector: Sensitive to ~1 mBq/kg (Canfranc, Boulby and Kamioka) 
ICPMS: For isotopes w/ long life (Kamioka) [arXiv:1709.03417 (accepted by PTEP)]

Unit: [mBq/kg (Gd2SO4)3 ]

* Goal for 0.2% Gd-sulfate  loading

Each company is still making rapid progress on reducing radio impurity  



EGADS
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15m3 tank to 
dissolve Gd

Gd water circulation system 
(purify water with Gd)

Transparency 
measurement 
(UDEAL)200 m3 tank with 240 PMTs

Evaluating Gadolinium’s Action on Detector Systems

Studying Gd water quality with actual detector materials used in SK
Also testing 13 HPDs for Hyper-K
Have been operating with full (0.2%) Gd2(SO4)3 loading since 2015



EGADS water quality

13

Light @ 15 meters in the 200-m3 EGADS tank

Our Gd-capable water system really is lossless (>99.99%) – the fully-
loaded EGADS tank has been turned over more than 350 times so far.

The light left at 15 m has been stable  at ~75% for 0.2% Gd2(SO4)3 , which 
corresponds to ~92% of SK-IV pure water average. 17

The light left at 15 m has been stable at ~75% for 0.2% Gd2(SO4)3, corresponds to ~92% of SK-IV average. 
No loss of Gd: >99.99% of Gd remains after circulating the water system for more than 350 times



Neutron calibration in EGADS
• Calibration done w/ AmBe neutron source


• BGO crystal used to detect 4.4 MeV “prompt” γ signal


• Decay time constant consistent w/ expectation


• Energy distribution well reproduced by MC

14
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Neutron calibration in EGADS
y Am/Be + BGO deployed in EGADS

17

Gd2(SO4)38H2O concentration
2178±76ppm
→ Expected 30.05±1.14 µs
Fitted data  31.32±0.76 µs

Time to delayed signal

Gd neutron capture efficiency
Data: 85.3±0.9% (stat) 
MC:    84.4± 0.3% (stat) 

Delayed signal spectrum
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Recent progresses on EGADS
• DAQ electronics upgraded with the same type 

of modules as SK-IV (June 2017)


• To be served as a supernova monitor while 
SK refurbishment


• Top part inspection (May 2017)


• Opened the tank after more than 2 years of 
operation with 0.2% Gd2(SO4)3 water


• No visible change!


• Draining water completely from EGADS for full 
inspection of inside the tank (happening as I 
speak!)

15
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Eye inspection after 2.5 years operation
y Everything looked beautiful and shiny with 0.2% Gd2(SO4)3 water

18

EGADS upgrade

I In order to be able to register SNe, new electronics were installed: “QBEE”
electronics (SK-IV like electronics), see talk by Lluis [12aU32-8]

I Due to the new electronics installation, new calibration has been performed,
see talk by Takahira-san [12aU32-9]

JPS Conference, September 12th, 2017 6/14 pronost@km.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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see talk by Takahira-san [12aU32-9]

JPS Conference, September 12th, 2017 6/14 pronost@km.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp



SK-Gd water system
• Designed based on EGADS experience


• Consists of:


• Dissolving system


• Pretreatment system


• Recirculation system

16
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SK-Gd water system
y Dissolving system
y Pretreatment system
y Re-circulation system

19

120m



Status of water system

17

SK-Gd water system Under construction in Lab-G

22

Gd power transport

Buffer tanks

Control panel

Resin tanks
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SK-Gd water system

20

Gd power transport

Buffer tanks for dissolving 

Control panel

Resin tanks for circulation

Dissolving machine 

Getting ready to receive Gd!



Plan
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2018 2019 202X 202X+1

We will open the tank and start the refurbishment work on June 1, 2018

Tank 
refurbishment

Water filling  
& purification
Normal run

Normal run

Normal run

June 1, 
 2018

Dissolving 10 tons 
of Gd2(SO4)3 Dissolving 90 tons 

of Gd2(SO4)3

Stabilizing 
water quality

Pure 
water

0.02% concentration

0.2% concentration



Summary
• SK-Gd: Gadolinium loaded Super-K


• Neutron tagging efficiency significantly 
enhanced with Gd


• Aiming for the first detection of DSNB


• Many other physics benefits also expected


• Many R&D and preparation works in progress


• SK-Gd will start very soon!


• Open the tank for the refurbishments in 2018


• First Gd loading planned to be in 2019

19


